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Abstract
The spatial localization or sequestering of motile cargo and their dispersal within cells is an
important process in a number of physiological contexts. The morphology of the cytoskeletal
network, along which active, motor-driven intracellular transport takes place, plays a critical
role in regulating such transport phases. Here, we use a computational model to address
the existence and sensitivity of dynamic sequestering and how it depends on the parameters
governing the cytoskeletal network geometry, with a focus on filament lengths and polar-
ization away or toward the periphery. Our model of intracellular transport solves for the
time evolution of a probability distribution of cargo that is transported by passive diffusion
in the bulk cytoplasm and driven by motors on explicitly rendered, polar cytoskeletal fila-
ments with random orientations. We show that depending on the lengths and polarizations
of filaments in the network, dynamic sequestering regions can form in different regions of
the cell. Furthermore, we find that, for certain parameters, the residence time of cargo is
non-monotonic with increasing filament length, indicating an optimal regime for dynamic
sequestration that is potentially tunable via filament length. Our results are consistent with
in vivo observations and suggest that the ability to tunably control cargo sequestration via
cytoskeletal network regulation could provide a general mechanism to regulate intracellular
transport phases.
Introduction
In eukaryotic cells, motor-driven intracellular transport is an important process that fa-
cilitates the delivery of a variety of cellular materials including cargo-loaded vesicles and
organelles to different parts of the cell (1, 2). Transport occurs over relatively long distances
by a combination of active motor-driven transport along protein filaments and passive ther-
mal diffusion in the bulk (3, 4).
ATP-powered molecular motors such as kinesin, dynein, and myosin (5–7) drive the active
phase of transport, and carry their cargos by “walking” along a network consisting of F-actin
and microtubules, the filaments that make up the cell’s cytoskeleton (2). The filaments are
polar with distinct (+/-) ends and different motor types travel in different directions along
these filaments. Myosin usually travels in the (+) direction on F-actin filaments (5), while
kinesin and dynein both move along microtubules, with kinesin moving in the (+) direction
(6) and dynein moving towards the (-) end (7). When a cargo-motor complex detaches
from a filament due to the unbinding of its motors, it undergoes passive diffusion in the
cytoplasmic bulk phase, till it attaches to a filament again. Each cargo-motor complex, thus
repeatedly attaches to, walks along and detaches from filaments until they reach their target
destination (4).
The process of cargo transport has been studied extensively from multiple perspectives
including that of the molecular motors and their co-ordination (8–14) and features of the
individual filaments they walk along (15–19). More recently, there has been a lot of work,
especially theoretical, focusing on the larger scales aspects of transport including the coupling
of active and passive motion (20–25), the role of geometric confinement (26, 27) and the
geometry of the cytoskeletal network itself (19, 28–31). From this last perspective, filament
length, number, placement and orientation are all properties that can be regulated by a
number of processes including polymerization/depolymerization, severing and nucleation at
the cellular level (32, 33) and have been shown to greatly affect transport first-passage times.
For example, localizing the filament mass can optimize search and exit times (28, 30, 31),
trapping regions can arise in random networks and greatly increase exit times, and orienting
a small fraction of the filaments inward, towards the center of the cell can dramatically
increase the mean first-passage time (MFPT) for cargo exit (28, 34). If trapping regions
occur naturally in random network geometries, it raises the question as to how much control
the cell must exert over the geometry to avoid traps or even tunably create them if cargo
sequestering is desirable. Sequestering cargo by maintaining them in motile populations
that can be readily released for secretion is, for example, a defining characteristic of insulin
producing pancreatic β cells (35) and is regulated, in part, by tuning the cytoskeletal network
(36–39). The sensitivity of the switching between sequestering and secretion phases on the
regulatory parameters is thus of critical importance in the physiological context of insulin
secretion in response to glucose stimulation. Another context where the spatial localization
or dispersion of cargo is important is in the color camouflage mechanism of melanophore cells
that contain pigment granules carried by myosin motors along the actin cytoskeleton (25).
These cells are able to switch between phases of aggregation near the center and dispersal
throughout the cytoplasm of the pigment granules with accompanying changes in cytoskeletal
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geometry between the phases. Interestingly, while it was shown that switching behavior of
cargos at intersections could influence the transition between the phases, the effects of the
cytoskeletal changes were not really explored (25). Clearly, the ability to tunably control
cargo sequestration via cytoskeletal network regulation could provide a general mechanism to
regulate intracellular transport phases that could apply in many different functional contexts.
In this paper, using a numerical simulation approach, we explore the general question of how
the existence and sensitivity of trapping regions that promote dynamic sequestering depend
on the interplay of parameters governing the cytoskeletal network geometry, in particular
filament lengths and polarization (inwards/outwards).
There has been much computational work done through the use of simulations and nu-
merical analysis in order to understand the intracellular transport process better. There are
two broad classes of computational approach - (i) explicitly simulating the dynamics of a sin-
gle cargo and (ii) time evolution of differential equations describing the spatial distribution
of an ensemble of cargo. Explicit simulations of cargo movement typically rely on a coarse
grained description of filament effects. One type of simulation, for example, involves the use
of random velocity models (40) to account for ballistic transport along filaments and use
this to model the spatial inhomogeneity of physical cytoskeletal networks (41). Still, other
methods focus on drawing cargo binding rates and movement information from distribution
functions (42). However, the presence of explicit filaments in models makes a qualitative
difference allowing for the possibility of trapping regions, memory effects due to filament
rebinding and significant changes in mean transport times (28, 39).
A different approach is to consider the evolution of the probability distribution of a
cargo ensemble. Systems of differential equations can model the time evolution of cargo
spatial distributions. These tend to require the coupling of both the passive diffusion and
active transport (20) phases. A particularly simple and interesting limit of this problem
occurs when filaments are aligned and motor-diven transport in the active phase facilitates
advective transport in the “passive” phase (21). In such methods, as compared to simulations
of individual cargo dynamics, there is a trade-off of not requiring extensive sampling for noise
reduction at the cost of precision in numerical integration upto late times. Such an approach
allows for the accurate evaluation of mean first passage times but on the other hand cannot
be used to evaluate stochastic variations in cargo first passage times. As is the case with most
cargo dynamics simulation methods, these models typically do not use explicit filaments in
their calculations, which produces qualitative differences as pointed out above.
Here we combine the probability distribution approach with an explicitly represented
inhomogeneous cytoskeletal network whose filaments are randomly oriented in two dimen-
sions. This allows us to capture both the active and passive of transport through numerical
integration by treating individual cargos as random walkers in the continuum limit (43) and
incorporating switching between the active and passive phases by solving coupled differen-
tial equations (4) that describe the time evolution of spatial cargo distribution both on and
off the explicit cytoskeletal networks. These in silico networks are generated by placing
filaments, represented by straight lines with a defined polarity (given by the direction of
active ballistic transport), at random locations and orientations within the cytoplasm. Very
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recently, a similar approach (44), but with apolar filaments where the active and passive
transport are both treated as subdiffusive, was used to show that altering the microtubule
network could regulate secretion of insulin granules by withdrawing them from the periphery
and inhibiting their ability to fuse with the cell membrane. Previous results (28, 34), using
explicit simulations of single cargo with ballistic transport on polar filaments, have shown
that even with fixed orientations and locations, simply having a modest fraction of filaments
polarized towards the interior of the cell, produces trapping regions and greatly slows down
cargo transport. Given its potential functional relevance, we are particularly interested in
whether such trapping regions can function as dynamic and tunable regions for cargo seques-
tration. We therefore systematically examine the dependence of the survival probability of
cargo (probability that the cargo has not reached the outer boundary) at a fixed time, on
both filament length and polarization. In order to isolate the effects of these parameters, we
choose the simplest model with these features and neglect other effects present in vivo includ-
ing viscoelastic interactions (45), filament elasticity (44, 46), multiple motors and switching
(25) and confinement (26, 27). We find that, as expected, increasing the polarization of
the filaments towards the interior results in increased survival probability. However, we find
that the survival probability is non-monotonic with increasing filament length, indicating an
optimal regime for dynamic sequestration that is potentially tunable via filament length. In
this paper, we examine the origins of this behavior and assess its tunability.
Methods
Our simulation domain consists of a circular cell with an outer radius of 10 µm and an
inner nuclear boundary with a radius of 5 µm (28, 39). We describe the transport process
by considering the time evolution of P (x, y, t), the 2D probability distribution function of
cargos as a function of position and time. Within the annular cytoplasm, we also place a
randomized network of explicit cytoskeletal filaments, which are straight lines of fixed length
with random locations and orientations (in continuous space, see (28, 39) and SI for more
details on network generation). Filament center of masses are shifted radially to ensure that
they lie completely within the domain. The physical processes we wish to describe involve
the dynamics of cargos carried by kinesin motors moving ballistically while on filaments with
a speed of v = 1µm/s, and subject to diffusion while off filaments with a diffusion constant
of D = 0.051µm2/s. Cargos should also be able to bind and unbind filaments at rates of
kon = 5s
−1 and koff = 1s−1 (set by kinesin binding and unbinding rates (39)), respectively.
During the diffusive transport phase, we model individual cargos as random walkers. For
a distribution of cargos, we can then describe its time evolution by (43)
∂P (x, y, t)
∂t
= D∇2P (x, y, t). (1)
where P (x, y, t) is the probability distribution function of cargos as a function of position
and time and D is the diffusion constant. Because the cargo must move via diffusion off
filaments, and ballistic motion while on filaments, we can model the transport dynamics as
a combination of diffusion and constant drift (4),
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∂P
∂t
= −(∇ · ~v)P +D∇2P, (2)
where ~v is the velocity of cargos during active transport along the filaments, with the
direction of the velocity being set by the direction of polarization of the filament, which is
assumed to be fixed in time for a given filament.
Thus the “on” and “off” phases of motion are distinct and well-defined. Given this,
we break up (2) into two equations, one corresponding to a distribution of cargo on (Pon)
filaments and one corresponding to an off distribution (Poff ). The active and passive phases
of transport can then, respectively, be represented by
∂Pon
∂t
= −(∇ · ~v)Pon (3)
and
∂Poff
∂t
= D∇2Poff (4)
We also have switching between these two phases of motion. For a distribution that
switches between these two states (4), we can write
∂Pon
∂t
= −(∇ · ~v)Pon − koffPon + konPoff, (5)
∂Poff
∂t
= D∇2Poff + koffPoff − konPoff, (6)
where, at all times, the total probability distribution is given by
∂P
∂t
=
∂Pon
∂t
+
∂Poff
∂t
. (7)
Here, kon and koff are the cargo attachment and detachment rates, respectively, which
couple the two differential equations. In order to implement a numerical scheme to solve the
differential equations, we first discretize the annular domain using a square lattice of lattice
constant 0.1µm, and keeping track of Pon/off (x, y, t) at the lattice sites. The filaments are
then discretized by considering all lattice sites within 0.1µm of the filament lines to be
‘filament’ sites. This size reflects the spatial range within which the cargo can attach to
filaments, which is set by the cargo radius, crad = 0.1µm. Our goal is to find a numerical
solution to (6) at each successive point in time as we let the distribution evolve. We begin
by approximating, to first-order, the differential equations as
P n+1on,i,j − P non,i,j
∆t
≈− vx
2∆x
(P non,i+1,j − P non,i−1,j)−
vy
2∆y
(P non,i,j+1 − P non,i,j−1)
+ (konP
n
off,i,j − koffP non,i,j) (8)
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and
P n+1off,i,j − P noff,i,j
∆t
≈+ D
∆x2
(P noff,i+1,j + P
n
off,i−1,j − 2P noff,i,j)
+
D
∆y2
(P noff,i,j+1 + P
n
off,i,j−1 − 2P noff,i,j)
− (konP noff,i,j − koffP non,i,j). (9)
Here, P ni,j is the distribution at position (i, j) in space, at time step n. P
n+1
i,j will then
be the distribution at the next time step (n + 1). ∆x and ∆y are the distances between
points in space and ∆t is the size of the time step. vx and vy are the velocity components
representing the speed at which the cargo moves while on a filament, which is set by the
motor type and direction of filament polarization.
To implement our integration, we will, at each point in space (for each time step in the
integration), update the probability distribution. To do this, we first allow the distribution
to either “attach” or “detach from the network. This gives us updated values for Poff and
Pon:
P n+1off,i,j = P
n
off,i,j + ∆t · (−konP noff,i,j + koffP non,i,j),
P n+1on,i,j = P
n
on,i,j + ∆t · (konP noff,i,j − koffP non,i,j). (10)
We then implement movement both off and on the filaments using,
P n+1off,i,j =P
n+1
off,i,j + ∆t · (
+
D
∆x2
(P noff,i+1,j + P
n
off,i−1,j − 2P noff,i,j)
+
D
∆y2
(P noff,i,j+1 + P
n
off,i,j−1 − 2P noff,i,j)), (11)
and
P n+1on,i,j =P
n+1
on,i,j + ∆t · (
− vx
2∆x
(P non,i+1,j − P non,i−1,j)
− vy
2∆y
(P non,i,j+1 − P non,i,j−1)). (12)
It is to be noted that, in (12), Pon can only be nonzero where a filament exists at (i, j).
We take this into account explicitly using our knowledge of the locations of the discretized
filament sites and furthermore assume that the distribution “walks” off the ends of filaments
(see Appendix for details of this implementation).
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After properly updating Poff and Pon, we can calculate the total probability distribution
at each point in space for each time step n,
P noff,i,j = P
n+1
off,i,j
P non,i,j = P
n+1
on,i,j
P ni,j = P
n
off,i,j + P
n
on,i,j. (13)
At every instance in time, we can therefore determine the probability that cargo has
stayed within the cell i.e. the survival probability, S(t), by integrating P over its spatial
domain (the interior of the cell). The rate at which the survival probability decreases in time
gives us the first-passage time distribution (FPTD) (F (t) below):
S(t) =
∫
domain
P (x, y, t)dxdy, (14)
F (t) = −∂S(t)
∂t
. (15)
Finally, the mean of the FPTD gives us the mean first passage time (MFPT),
MFPT =
∫ ∞
0
tF (t)dt. (16)
In practice, we only integrate 16 to the time where the probability distribution leaving
the cell is smaller than the desired numerical accuracy. A comparison of the FPTDs and
MFPTs obtained through numerical integration with those which are obtained through the
simulation of the transport of multiple cargos (Fig. 1) for similar parameter values, shows
their distinctive features. For ease of comparison, they have been deliberately plotted side-by-
side with the axes values reflecting the typical measurements associated with these different
methods.
Fig. 1a shows a FPTD obtained through the simulation of the movement of 10000 cargos.
The counts on the y-axis are the actual numbers of cargo that pass the boundary in any
given time interval. It can clearly be seen that there is some noise inherent in the simulation
itself which reflects the stochastic nature of the underlying process. This is different from
what can be seen in Fig. 1b, where the FPTD shown was obtained by numerical integration
as outlined above. The x-axis is now in units of discretized time steps while the y-axis shows
the probability of having the corresponding first passage time. One can see that the MFPT
is similar in both cases as are the typical values of FPTD . For example, at t = 20s, FPTD
cargo counts is about 18 (out of 10000 total), while the FPTD value from the numerical
method is 0.0018 at 20000 time steps (of 0.01s each). It is to be noted that the FPTD from
the numerical integration is completely smooth, which highlights the speed and accuracy
of the numerical integration method in the limit of infinite cargo. It is to be noted that
this is at the expense of information about individual trajectories and intrinsic variability
of passage times for small cargo numbers that can be obtained from the explicit simulation
method.
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Figure 1: A comparison of FPTD achieved via (a) simulation of 10000 cargos and (b)
numerical integration. Notice that the MFPTs are comparable and that the FPTD in (b) is
smoother.
Probability Distribution Evolution on Networks of Different Polarization Biases
We define the polarization of an individual filament as a binary quantity with value +1 if
the filament has its plus end (end toward which motors in our context move) closer to the
outer membrane than its minus end and -1 otherwise. When the network is constructed each
filament has a random angle with respect to the radial direction and can point either inward
or outward. We define the network polarization bias as the probability that each filament
in the network has of being polarized outward, towards the cell membrane (away from the
nucleus).Thus, a network with a polarization bias of 0.1 will have about 10% of its filaments
polarized toward the cell membrane (i.e., having a polarization of +1), and the remainder
(∼ 90%) of its filaments polarized towards the nucleus (having a polarization of -1). Fig. 2
shows four different networks with four different polarization biases. Each network contains
150 filaments, each with length of 5 µm.
Filaments in the figure are colored red if they are polarized inwards (polarization = -
1) and blue if they are directed outwards. In Fig. 2a, all filaments (colored red) have a
polarization of -1 and the polarization bias for the network is 0.0. Fig. 2b shows a network
with a polarization bias of 0.1, obtained by allowing each filament, as it is generated and laid
down, to have a 0.1 probability of pointing outward. The networks in Figs. 2c and 2d are
generated similarly, with Fig. 2c showing a network with approximately 70% of its filaments
having a polarization of +1, and Fig. 2d showing a network with 100% of its filaments having
a polarization of +1.
To gain some insight into how networks of different polarization biases affect the time
evolution of the probability distribution of cargo, we consider the distribution at intermediate
times that are comparable to the time required to traverse the cell via pure diffusion(∼ 100
s). In keeping with how the positions of explicit individual cargos are initialized in (28), here,
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Figure 2: Different polarization biases for 150 filaments, each with a length of 5 µm. The
polarization biases are (a) 0.0 (0 % of filaments pointing outward), (b) 0.3 (approximately
30 % of filaments pointing outward), (c) 0.7, and (d) 1.0.
the cargo distribution begins as an annulus of width 0.2 µm near the surface of the nucleus,
in the off state. We then allow the distribution to evolve in time according to equations 10,
11 and 12. Fig 3 shows the state of the distribution after 100s on the four different networks
shown in Fig. 2.
As one would expect, an increasing polarization bias enhances the fraction of the cargo
probability distribution that reaches the cell membrane and exits. For example, in Fig. 3a,
where the polarization bias is 0.0, much of the distribution is still near the nucleus, which
indicates that the MFPT for cargo distribution on this network will be very high, while in
Fig. 3d, where the bias is 1.0, the distribution is located more toward the outer membrane
and is overall lower in magnitude, signifying a reduction in MFPT. Thus increasing filament
polarization with fixed length filaments clearly accelerates export and should result in a
monotonic reduction in MFPT.
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Figure 3: State of the cargo distribution after moving (for 100 s) on and off a cytoskeletal
network comprised of 150, 5 µm filaments for polarization biases of (a) 0.0, (b) 0.3, (c) 0.7,
and (d) 1.0. The distribution is evolved over the networks in Fig. 2
Survival Probability as a Function of Filament Length and Polarization
In order to quantify the efficiency of sequestration/export as a function of network geometry,
we focus on how the MFPT and survival probability at late times are affected by filament
length and network polarization bias. To do this, we allow the the initial probability distri-
bution to evolve for 1000 s over networks of different combinations of filament lengths and
polarization biases. This time is an order of magnitude longer than the diffusion timescale of
the previous section (MFPT ∼ 140 s), allowing us to access distributions at later times but
short enough that we can study the survival probability and visualize the spatial distribution
of cargo to understand the interplay between sequestering in traps and export. We can see in
Fig. 4a that for filament lengths of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 µm, and for network polarization biases
of 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, the survival probability is mostly nonzero and even approaches 1.0
for low polarization biases, allowing us to monitor changes in the survival probability. This
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is notable, as the time is an order of magnitude greater than the diffusion timescale and
we would expect an exponentially small probability distribution at such late times in the
absence of filaments. The inward funneling of cargo by filaments at low polarization biases
thus has a dramatic effect. As indicated in the previous section as well, the survival prob-
ability decays monotonically with increasing polarization bias as more and more filaments
point outwards. However, there is a non-monotonic trend in the survival probability with
filament length at intermediate polarizations (0.2-0.3), with a maximum occurring around
3µm, where the transition from high to low survival probaility occurs at higher polarization
biases. We will return to this point in the following sections.
Figure 4: (a) Survival probability at 1000 s as a function of filament length and polarization
bias for networks with 150 filaments. Above a polarization bias of approximately 0.7, the
survival probability is negligibly small. (b) The MFPT for different filament lengths and
polarization biases in the regime where the survival probability is close to zero.
It is important to note that an accurate determination of the MFPT requires a character-
ization of the full FPTD out to very late times (i.e., when the survival probabiilty is low and
the FPTD is near zero). Beyond a polarization bias of 0.7 and for all filament lengths, the
survival probability is essentially zero (within our numerical accuracy), meaning that MFPT
calculations are accurate. The MFPT is therefore plotted in Fig. 4b for these polarization
biases. The results indicate what one would expect based on our findings from the previous
section. As the polarization bias for the network increases, the MFPTs decrease in value.
The same is true for increasing filament length as well signifying that longer filaments lead
to more efficient export at higher polarization biases.
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Figure 5: (a) The survival probability averaged over five different networks at each filament
length, polarization bias. (b) The network to network standard deviation of the survival
probability.
Intermediate Filament Lengths and Polarization Biases Enhance Survival Prob-
ability
In order to make sure that the filament length/polarization bias effects that we referred to in
the previous section are not just artifacts of the particular network geometries simulated, we
calculate the survival probability for the probability distribution at 1000 s on five different
networks at each filament length/ polarization bias combination (filament lengths of 1, 2,
3, 4, and 5 µm, and polarization biases of 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and
1.0) and average the results. We can see in Fig. 5a that the transition of the survival
probability from high to low values has the same general features as in 4a , including the
non-monotonicity with filament lengths with a maximum around a filament length of 3 µm.
In order to characterize the sensitivity of the survival probability to the network parame-
ters near this transition, we plot in Fig. 5b, the standard deviation in the survival probability
across networks. We see that fluctuations are largest near the transition region indicating a
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higher susceptibilty to changes in filament length/polarization. To further demonstrate this
point, we plot the average survival probability as a function of network polarization bias for
different filament lengths. We note in particular that, at a filament length of 3 µm and a
polarization bias of 0.2, the survival probability is greater than for any other filament length
at this polarization bias, and that the standard deviation (given by the size of the error bars)
is relatively large as well.
These results are consistent with the findings of (28), where, as filament polarizations
were changed from +1 to -1 when the filaments were 3 µm in length, significant increases in
MFPT were found. Here, we quantify this transition by monitoring the survival probability
which, as we can see from (14), (15), and (16), is directly related to the MFPT.
Figure 6: The average survival probability, as in Fig. 5a, but for different filament lengths,
as a function of polarization bias. The error bars are the standard deviations calculated for
Fig. 5b.
Intermediate Filament Lenghts and Polarization Biases Facilitate Sequestering
in the Bulk
To understand the origins of the effects seen in the previous section, we hone in on the spatial
distribution of the cargo probability distribution across single networks at nine different
points in the filament length and polarization bias phase space, indicated by the white dots
in Figs. 7a and 7b.
Fig. 7a, shows the survival probability across the parameter space for a single network
(as in 4a ). In order to quantify the extent to which traps or sequestering regions develop,
we compute the spatial (point-to-point) variance in the probability distribution for the given
network after 1000 s (Fig. 7b plots the square root of this variance). A high degree of spatial
variance at late times would be indicative of a heterogeneous spatial distribution, suggesting
strongly trapping regions. We see that the variance is highest when the filament length is
12
Figure 7: (a) The survival probability for different filament lengths and polarization biases
for one network per length-bias combination. (b) The spatial standard deviation of the
probability distribution after 1000 s. We will explicitly visualize the spatial distribution
for nine different filament lengths and polarization biases (indicated by the white dots). It
will be particularly useful to compare the distributions at the same polarization bias, but
different filament lenghts (along white lines connecting the dots).
high and the polarization bias is low. In order to understand this, we now visualize the
actual spatial distribution at this point in time.
Fig. 8 shows the state of the probability distribution after evolving in time for 1000 s
at the nine points in phase space. In Fig. 8a, where the polarization bias is 0.1 and the
filament length is 5 µm, most of the probability distribution is still near the nucleus. This
is because when the filaments are 5 µm long, they span the cytoplasm and the distribution
can only be in a “trapped” state near the nucleus. If a cargo makes it to the middle of the
bulk, it will likely either be directed by filaments out of the cell, or right back to the nucleus.
The latter is more likely to happen when the polarization bias is low.
The radial position of the distribution in Fig. 8a is in contrast to where the distribution
appears in Fig. 8d, where, the filament lengths are 3 µm even though the polarization bias
is still 0.1. Here, the distribution can be seen gathering at bright spots that are spread
out even near the middle of the bulk. This is also reflected in the fact that, although the
survival probability is relatively high at a polarization bias of 0.1 for filament lengths of 5
µm and 3 µm, the distribution standard deviation is much lower when the filament length
is 3 µm. At these filament lengths, filament ends occur throughout the bulk and therefore
trapping regions can also occur throughout the cell and correspond to locations that arise
stochastically with a relatively higher number of plus ends (compared to minus ends). The
filaments then serve to funnel the cargo into this region ballistically with only uninterrupted
diffusion or binding to the few filaments directed away from the region allowing for escape.
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The occurrence of such regions was also explicitly demonstrated in a recent study of FPT
across a rectangular domain with no polarization bias (34). It is to be noted that these
locations are regions that allow for dynamic sequestration/trapping of motile cargo without
any specific binding or caging mechanism. At even smaller filament lengths of 1µm (Fig.
8g), the trapping regions are still spread out but are much less effective since imbalances
between plus and minus end concentrations are less and the filaments only funnel in cargo
from relatively nearby thus reducing the trapping efficiency.
Figure 8: The cargo probability distribution after 1000 s when the filament length is 5 µm
and the polariztion biases are (a) 0.1, (b) 0.3, and (c) 0.5, the filament length is 3µm and
the polarization biases are (d) 0.1, (e) 0.3, and (f) 0.5, and when the filament length is 1 µm
and the polarization biases are (g) 0.1, (h) 0.3, and (i) 0.5.
For intermediate values of the polarization, the situation is even more interesting. In
Fig. 7a, following the center white line (drawn at a polarization bias of 0.3), shows that the
survival probability starts low (when the filament length is 5 µm), then increases in value
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(when the filament length is decreased to 3 µm), and then drops in value again (at a filament
length of 1 µm). The distributions shown in Figs. 8b,e and h reflect the delayed transition of
the survival probability from high to low values at intermediate filament lengths. In Fig. 8b,
we can see that most of the distribution has left the cell and whatever remains is still near
the nucleus, because the trapping was dependent on the long range predominantly inward
flux to the nuclear boundary at lower polarizations, which is less effective at intermediate
polarizations. In Fig. 8e, however, much of the distribution is still in the cell, since the
trapping regions only depend on the stochastic local imbalance of plus ends that is not
as strongly dependent on overall polarization. For the lowest filament lengths (Fig. 8h),
the trapping is ineffective and the distribution has mostly left the cell. Finally, for high
polarizations (Fig. 8c,f,i), the outward flux dominates and the survival probability is low,
independent of filament length.
Conclusion and Future Directions
In this paper, we have introduced a method to analyze intracellular transport that involves
solving for the time evolution of a probability distribution of cargos moving both on and
off an explicitly represented cytoskeletal network that consists of a random network of po-
lar filaments . Numerical solutions of the associated differential equations, appropriately
discretized, while losing information about individual trajectories and small number fluctua-
tions, offer advantages over individual cargo simulations including speed and the extraction
of more accurate cargo first-passage time information for large numbers of cargo.
Using this approach, we explored the sensitivity of cargo export to the lengths of the
filaments that make up the cytoskeletal network, as well as the network polarization bias.
The most interesting results are seen for intermediate values of the filament lengths and
polarization bias. For our choice of cell size and geometry and values of diffusion constant,
ballistic speed and motor binding/unbinding kinetics, this corresponds to filament lengths
that are near 3 µm and polarization bias of the network near 0.3. With this combina-
tion of network parameters, dynamic sequestering regions that maintain a relatively larger
concentration of cargo for significantly longer periods of time occur throughout the bulk
of the cell (Figs. 7 and 8). In this regime, the sequestering is sensitive to both filament
length and polarization bias, highlighting the use of these as tuning parameters to switch
between sequestration and export by increasing the polarization bias or either increasing or
decreasing the filament lengths. Changing polarization bias requires overall reorientation
of filaments, which would be more challenging in vivo on fast timescales, though it can be
controlled by the spatial localization of filament nucleation promoters (32, 47) on slower
timescales. However, there are many cellular regulators of polymerization/depolymerization
and severing of filaments (32, 47) that could allow length to be used as a readily responsive
and sensitive tuning knob for sequestration/export switching. The emergence of tunable dy-
namic sequestering regions in the bulk could be relevant in insulin release in pancreatic cells
which transition from having restless granules that are sequestered in the bulk to exporting
them upon glucose stimulation and actin depolymerization (35–39). It is also interesting to
note that, at lower polarization biases, filament length could also be used to switch between
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dispersed sequestration at intermediate filament lengths and aggregated (near the nuclear
membrane) sequestration at longer filament lengths. This is consistent with the observed
changes in the actin cytoskeleton between central aggregation dispersal of pigment granules
in melanophores (25), suggesting a role for cytoskeletal network reorganization in addition
to filament switching properties of the cargo. Thus cytoskeletal filament length can serve as
a regulator between qualitatively different and functionally important phases of intracellular
transport.
Our approach can be extended in many useful directions. One such direction is to set
up particular cytoskeletal network geometries rather than placing filaments randomly. For
example, we could have microtubules that are oriented radially outward with a relatively thin
layer of actin filaments near the cell membrane forming the cortex corresponding to certain
geometries that have been predicted to be optimal in terms of first passage to arbitrary
locations within the cell (40). The method can also be easily extended to model transport
on networks obtained from experimental images of real intracellular networks. Another
fruitful direction is to take into account the effect of multiple-filament intersections on the
transport of cargos. These intesections can cause increased molecular motor-based tug-of-
war when multiple motors are present on a single cargo (12, 48) as well as the formation of
cargo vortices and cycling behavior (24). Proper treatment of the fate of cargo when they
reach filament endpoints is also critical since this depends on the motor type and the filament
polymerization rate (49). Additionally, the possibilty of cargo crowding near endpoints may
even help facilitate molecular motor dissociation, meaning that as cargos approach filament
ends, they unbind higher rates (50). Finally, given that, in many cellular contexts, the
cytoskeletal network can be highly dynamic (e.g. during crawling or division), incorporating
the dynamics of the filaments themselves into the model will be of significant interest.
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